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Materials:
- “I Will Have No Fear” prayer card
- Believe Big Gift Tag
- Cellophane Bag
- Yellow Ribbon
- Scissors

Before You Begin:
- Cut the Yellow Ribbon into 18 inch pieces.

How to Package:
- Place an “I Will Have No Fear” prayer card inside each mug. Insert the card so the prayer is facing outward.
- Place the mug with the prayer card inside, in the cellophane bag.
- Cross one end of the 18-inch yellow ribbon over the other and pull tight. **DO NOT** put the Believe Big card tag on the ribbon before this step is completed.
- Slide the Believe Big card tag onto the ribbon so the words are facing outward.
- Take each end of the ribbon, make a loop and tie the bow.
- The care is in the details. Please make sure that your completed mug looks like the one pictured to the right.
- Lastly, If you are able, please say a prayer for the cancer patients that will receive your packaged Believe Mugs.

For Questions or for Additional Help Contact:
Gina Ruppert
Gina@BelieveBig.org
(888) 317-5850